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The property is comprised of twenty-six, contiguous, 

unlcased mineral claims. Twenty of these, numbers TB'4893^1 to 

TB'i39360 are in the narae of Surveymin Limited, Suite 110?, 

330 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, and the remaining six IB 436?33 

and TB536401 to TB536'f05 inclusive are in the name of Nahanni 

Nines Limited at the same address. Kahanni Mines Limited holds 

the twenty claims of Surveymin Limited under option. The group 

lies in the south-central part of Ramsay Wright Township, District 

of Rainy River, Thunder Bay Mining Division of Ontario. The group 

is elongated over a distance of about 2 \ m iles in a northeast - 

southwest direction, the north part taking In the western 

portion of Lequyer Lake. The south boundary is about fifteen 

hundred feet north of the south boundary of the township.

Access is readily made by a good gravel road from 

the settlement of Sapawe directly to the south. Sapawe, a non 

resident, point on the Canadian National Railway, where Domtar 

operates a sawmill and chipping plant is, in turn, about two 

relies north of Highway 11 and about fifteen miles east of the 

tov;n of Atikokan. The drive from the turn-off from the highway 

north through Sapawe to the property takes about ^-hour. The 

road enters the claim group at about its mid-point approximately 

one mile north of ft concrete bridge that spans the Seine River.
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OF ̂ EXP].,0:-iATIOK WOhK DOKE jPO^DA PE

Between the years 1898 and 190^ gold exploration 

was intensively carried out in the area 1 . Within the perimeter 

of the g.roup and near the north end, on what are now claims 

TP.893^3 and TB893'l4, the Roy Vein was traced for a distance of 

about four hundred feet, with a strike of about N?0 0E nnd 

a dip of 55OK.W. ( running in to sv;arfp at both ends. It is 

described as ranging from throe to five feet of quartz in 

width on surface, with an average of about four feot. A shaft 

v:as sunk to a depth of one hundred and five feet, and one 

hundred and ninety-one feet of drifting was done on two 

levels. The vein is described as bel rg quite strong in the 

shafts and drifts. At the tiine of the mining activity the 

property lay on Locations AL298-9. Roy Sweeney, owner.

The south end of the group encloses location AL282, 

a patented claim stl31 in good standing and "known as the 

Sunbeam Kine. A quartz vein is noted as crossing the location 

and others adjoining at a strike of N5? OE and a dip of 65O N.W. 

Considerable test-pitting was done to trace the vein .as it 

is largely overburden-covered. A luain shaft was sunk to a 

depth of four hundred and ten feet on an incline of ^3OK.W. 

Drifting totalled over seven hundred feet on three levels, 

and the vein is described as having a good vjorkable width of 

four to five feet, with gold values better at depth, A series 

of "pay chutes" are described as occurring along the vein,

from fifteen to thirty feet in length, separated by as m^ny
\ .,.......^ ....... ..^

Ontario Department of Kines, Annual Reports, covering the

years 1898 to 190*4- inclusive.
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feet of low grade or lean quartz. Commercial values were also 

said to be present in schistose portions of the vein. Bullion 

\;as said to have been produced on an experimental basis from 

a l0-3tamp mill in 190*1-.

Test shafts and pits were also put down on tho 

northeast and southwest extensions of the Sunbeam vein. In both 

sections the veining is noted as containing copper and iron 

pyrites and galena.

GEOLOGY

There are many bedrock exposures on the property, for 

possibly 30# of the holding. The topography in which they occur 

is sharp,where steep rock faces are intermingled with pockets of 

swamp. Outcrop ridges are as much as one hundred feet above the 

surrounding terrain.

I n t e r rne di a t e ̂ Lava

Only one outcrop of this rock was seen on the property. 

It is on the flank of the shear shown in the northwest corner of 

claim TB^893^? on the Doiotar road. It is possibly a remnant caught 

in the zone and could extend to the south at 210 O aJ though nothing 

further of it was seen in the mapping.

Grantte

The country rook, exposed in outcrops throug.hout most of 

the property is medium grained,grey to pale pink granite. Migmatite 

occurs at scattered, points in the rock but these ore too small and 

irregular to map as a separate unit.



HIKERAUZATION

At the Roy Vein two shafts and six test pits H ne 

up on strike over a distance of about six hundred feet. The 

strike is about 053O | almost parallel to the baseline, c.f. 

the N?0 0E noted vchen the work was carried, out (page 2 ) . 

Crowns of extracted rock surround the two shafts and these 

rise about fifteen feet above the collar cribbing. The piles 

are heavily overgrown with trees and ground vegetation but 

pieces of quartz can be dug out with a pick. The quartz is 

milky white and no sulphide was seen in the pieces examined. 

The shafts are filled with water alnost xip to the cribbing 

and because of this no veining is exposed in situ. The test 

pits are sluffed in, and also overgrown, so that they are 

little wore than depressions in the ground. The vein was 

seen on surface at two places by the writer and at these 

points it is about five feet wide and sharply defined as to 

walls. The wall rock is schistose and carbonatized.

On claim TB^89360, in the central part of the 

property, three shafts and a test pit occur over a strike 

distance of seven hundred feet at 060 O but as with the Roy 

Vein the shafts are filled with water and the cribbing masks 

possible vein exposures. One of the muck piles shows 

considerable white quartz. As with other test pits seen on 

the property the one here is also sluffed In and overgrown.

A shaft is also present in the central part of 

claim TB536^03 at the south end of the group, and here a 

five-foot wide, glassy quartz vein is exposed.
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At the Sunbeam Hine on AL282, In the south central 

part of the group, five shafts are present over a strike length 

of seven hundred feet at 050O . The main shaft, which Is the 

most southerly one, has two large muck piles where pieces of 

milky quartz streaked with carbonate can be dug out. 

CONCLUSI ONS, AND. fiE.QpMKBNpATI ONJ5

The geological survey of the claim group points to 

the presence of strong quartz veining in both the north nnd. 

south portions. Although continuity between the two was not 

seen in the mid-part the veining appears to favoxir the base 

of scarp faces pointing to "break" penetrations. These points 

are covered by overburden but they merit further attention on 

both sides of the baseline, for the possible presence of 

frost-heave of veining material.

It is recommended that a program of diamond drilling 

be carried out to test the Roy Vein at the north end of the 

property and the vein on TB^89360 in the central part where 

three shafts are present. As the holes need only be long enough 

to pass through wall rock and veining, a Winkle drill would 

likely be satisfactory and the old shafts can be utilized for 

Kater supply.

Richmond Hill, Ontario 

October 6, 1980

R.W. Baker, P. Eng. 

Consulting Geologist
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Suite i10?, 330 Bay St., Toronto, Ont. M5H 2S8
Survey Company R*W* Baker, Consulting Geologist
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TB536404\ V

Granite, containing irregular, small sections 
of migmatite

Intermediate lava (at shear on Domtar Road)

Shaft

Test pit

Steep face 

C';- Outcrop 
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Shear zone , dip vertical
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